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ABSTRACT
Feature-models (fms) are a widely used approach to specify
the commonalities and variability in variable systems and
software product lines. Various works have addressed edits
to fms for fm evolution and tool support to ensure con-
sistency of fms. An important extension to fms are feature
cardinalities and related constraints, as extensively used e.g.,
when modeling variability of cloud computing environments.
Since cardinality-based fms pose additional complexity, ad-
ditional support for evolution and consistency checking with
respect to feature cardinalities would be desirable, but has
not been addressed yet. In this paper, we discuss com-
mon cardinality-based fm edits and resulting inconsisten-
cies based on experiences with fms in cloud domain. We
introduce tool-support for automated inconsistency detec-
tion and explanation based on an off-the-shelf solver. We
demonstrate the feasibility of the approach by an empirical
evaluation showing the performance of the tool.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.10 [Software Engineering]: Design—Methodologies,
Representation; D.2.13 [Software Engineering]: Reusable
Software—Domain engineering, Reuse models
General Terms
Design, Verification
Keywords
Cardinality, Feature Model, Edit, Consistency
1. INTRODUCTION
A key task in engineering Software Product Lines (spls) is
specifying the variability between the products in a variabil-
ity model [20]. One of the most common variability modeling
approaches are Feature Models (fm) [25]. As spls are often
a long-term investment they need to evolve to meet new re-
quirements over many years [5]. This is reflected in the need
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to evolve fms [10, 26, 19]. Various works deal with fms and
their evolution. For instance, the semantics of fms has been
formally defined enabling automated analysis [25]. Several
approaches address fm analysis [2], e.g., to detect inconsis-
tencies that can arise during specification and evolution of
fms. Other work discusses edits (changes) on fms during
evolution, e.g., with respect to the resulting set of products
[28], the mappings to solution space [26] or fm consistency
[10].
A frequently used extension of fms are cardinality-based
fms which support feature cardinalities to specify how many
instances (or clones) of a feature (and its subtree) can be
included in a product configuration [6, 8]. For instance, in
the domain of cloud computing, cardinality-based fms can
be used to configure cloud platforms and applications to be
deployed on the cloud on different abstraction levels [22].
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Figure 1: The Jelastic Feature Model (excerpt)
Fig. 1 shows a cardinality-based fm for the Jelastic1 cloud
environment. The fm enables to select a Language, an op-
tional load balancer (Nginx), 1 to 4 instances of Applica-
tionServer and 1 to 20 instances of Cloudlet2. The avail-
able application server variants require different numbers of
1http://jelastic.com/
2A Cloudlet is the computation unit of Jelastic. It provides
128MB of RAM and 200MHz of CPU power.
Cloudlet instances to run properly and selecting 2 or more
instances of ApplicationServer requires Nginx. Hence, the
cardinality-based fm is complemented with constraints over
the feature cardinalities [21], e.g., GlassFish’ → 5 Cloudlet
(each instance of GlassFish requires 5 Cloudlet instances).
Details on the notation will be introduced in Sec. 2.
However, while feature cardinalities can add significant
complexity to fms and their constraints, support for incon-
sistency detection is still missing. In practice, fm configu-
ration can be a complex task due to size and complexity of
fms [23]. It is hence strongly desirable to avoid additional
complexity or extra effort (e.g., manually analyzing why a
certain cardinality value cannot be selected) caused by an
inconsistent fm. This paper addresses this need. We discuss
fm edits during evolution with respect to feature cardinal-
ities and present a formal approach to detect and explain
inconsistencies in cardinality-based fms. The approach has
been implemented and evaluated with respect to its perfor-
mance.
The paper is structured as follows: Sec. 2 introduces de-
tails of cardinality-based fms followed by a motivating ex-
ample highlighting the problem of inconsistencies that arise
during evolution of such models. Sec. 3 presents a catalog
of fm edits for cardinality-based evolution and their effects
on fm consistency. Sec. 4 describes our approach to rea-
son on this consistency and proposes an automated tool to
detect cardinality-based inconsistencies. Sec. 5 presents an
evaluation of the approach, Sec. 6 discusses related work,
and Sec. 7 concludes the paper.
2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
This section introduces the details of cardinality-based
fms supported by our approach and illustrates the prob-
lems that might arise during their evolution by a motivating
example.
2.1 Cardinality-based Feature Models
fms were first introduced in 1990 [11] and various exten-
sions have been proposed since then [25]. A basic fm de-
fines available features and their dependencies in a tree hi-
erarchy. The relationship between a parent feature and a
child feature is constrained as mandatory (a child feature
is required whenever its parent is selected) or optional (a
child feature is optional). Alternatively, a feature can be
part of a feature group where the group is constrained as
or-group (at least one of the sub-features must be selected)
or alternative-group (exactly one of the sub-features must
be selected). Some approaches support constraining feature
groups in a more generalized way by specifying a group car-
dinality <m..n> which defines the minimum and maximum
number of sub-features to be selected. Or-groups can then
be expressed by the group cardinality <1..n>, where n is the
number of sub-features, and alternative-groups by <1..1>.
In addition to the main hierarchy, cross-tree constraints can
be used to describe dependencies between arbitrary features,
e.g., that selecting a feature implies the selection of another
one or that two features mutually exclude each other. Some
approaches support arbitrary Boolean constraints over fea-
tures such as A→ B ∨C, where selecting feature A implies
selecting feature B or feature C.
Cardinality-based feature models support in addition fea-
ture cardinalities [6, 8], first introduced as UML-like multi-
plicities [24]. A feature cardinality [m..n] can be assigned to
any feature except a fm’s root feature. It specifies how many
instances3 of a feature and its subtree can be included in a
product configuration with m as lower bound and n as up-
per bound (m ∈ N, n ∈ N ∪ {∗}). In the same way as group
cardinalities generalize constraints on feature groups, fea-
ture cardinalities generalize constraints on single features as
they can also be used to express that a feature is mandatory
([1..1]) or optional ([0..1]). Note that for better readability
we use the common notation for or, alternative, mandatory
and optional in the diagrams (see legend in Fig. 1) but in-
ternally those are represented by cardinalities. As shown in
the example in Sec. 1, there can be constraints over feature
cardinalities. Considering a cardinality-based feature model
M, with F the non-empty set of features of M, then the
general form of such constraints with cardinalities is
α Ffrom → β Fto or Ffrom → n Fto
where
- Ffrom, Fto ∈ F with Ffrom 6= Fto;
- n ∈ N;
- α and β define two intervals [i-j] and [m-n] with i, j, m,
n ∈ N and i ≤ j, m ≤ n. α and β are the ranges over
the set of required feature instances for Ffrom and Fto
respectively;
- α, β and δ are optional.
Constraints over cardinalities can thus be specified, e.g.,:
[2, 4] A → [3, ∗] B (1)
A
′ → 2B (2)
They constrain the number of instances of each feature in
the configuration. For example, constraint (1) specifies that
if there are at least two and at most four A instances in the
configuration, then there must be also at least three B in-
stances. We can also reason at the occurrence level. For ex-
ample, constraint (2) defines that there must be twice more
instances of B than A in the configuration, i.e., for each (de-
fined by the apostrophe next to the feature name) instance
of A, there must be two instances of B. Such a constraint is
satisfied off card(B) ≥ (n × card(A)), where card: F → N
indicates the number of instances for a feature. More details
about the semantics of such cardinality-based constraints
can be found in our previous work [21].
2.2 Motivating Example
While the evolution of Boolean fms as been widely stud-
ied in the literature [12, 1, 16, 14, 10, 28, 19, 26, 18, 17],
little is known about cardinality-based fm evolution. For
instance, cloud environments evolve over time, e.g., when a
new service support is available or the provided amount of
resources has been extended. As a consequence, the corre-
sponding cardinality-based fms have to evolve.
Fig. 2 shows as example an evolution step on an extract of
the Jelastic fm. The left-hand side shows an initial version
that supports only Jetty as application server. The right-
hand side shows the fm after the evolution where GlassFish
has been added as an alternative application server together
with the constraint C2, as GlassFish is an heavy application
server and requires 5 Cloudlets to work properly4.
3also known as clones or copies in the literature. It seems
to us that feature instances is more appropriate as they can
differ in e.g., a feature attribute value.
4http://docs.jelastic.com/glassfish
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Figure 2: Evolution Example
However, this change makes the fm range inconsistent:
according to the ApplicationServer feature cardinality, there
can be up to 4 application server instances in a given config-
uration. However, configuring 4 GlassFish instances means
that 20 Cloudlet instances are required, which is not al-
lowed by the Cloudlet feature cardinality. This example
demonstrates that manually evolving a cardinality-based fm
is error-prone.
A feature cardinality is considered as range inconsistent if
no product exists for some values of its range. This defini-
tion is analogous to the concept of wrong cardinality defined
for group cardinalities in the existing literature [29, 2]. In
the remainder of the paper, we discuss cardinality-based fm
edits and the resulting range inconsistencies of feature car-
dinalities and introduce a formal approach to support detec-
tion and explanation of range inconsistencies in such fms.
3. EVOLUTIONOFCARDINALITY-BASED
FEATURE MODELS
This section investigates basic edits to cardinality-based
fms with respect to consistency of feature cardinalities. We
consider here atomic model edits only, i.e., to add, remove
or update a model element where updating a model element
means changing one of its properties. Here, relevant model
elements are features and cross-tree constraints and relevant
feature properties are name, feature cardinality, group car-
dinality, and location in the fm (i.e. the reference to the
parent feature). This results in nine atomic fm edits dis-
cussed in this paper and listed in Table 1. An exclamation
mark (!) indicates if the considered edit can lead to range
inconsistencies while a check mark (X) is used otherwise. In
practice, knowing which edits do not lead to range inconsis-
tencies is useful because it provides the possibility to save
effort by not checking the fm after one of those edits has
been performed. The table also describes if an edit is not
applicable for the given model element.
Add Remove Update Move
Feature X X X !
Feature Cardinality NA NA ! NA
Group Cardinality NA NA ! NA
Constraint ! X ! NA
Table 1: Atomic edits
fm edits have already been discussed in existing work (see
related work in Sec. 6) but, to the best of our knowledge,
not with respect to feature cardinalities. We show in this
section that five of the nine atomic edits can lead to range
inconsistencies. More complex edits can be composed from
atomic edits (e.g., inserting a feature into the feature tree
hierarchy consists of adding a feature and moving a subtree
to become its child) and can result in range inconsistencies
if any of the involved atomic operators can lead to range
inconsistencies. Note that range inconsistencies are always
detected on feature cardinalities. If a change on a group car-
dinality leads to a range inconsistency for a feature cardinal-
ity, we consider that we have to fix the feature cardinality,
not the group one.
Most of the scenarios described here arose during our pre-
vious work regarding cloud environment variability model-
ing [22]. However, we believe these scenarios may occur in
any other domain and we therefore depict them in a general
way, relying on the notation described in Sec. 2.2. (Please
note that for mandatory features whose parent feature is
omitted, we assume that they are part of every product, like
mandatory children of the root feature).
Add Feature. The atomic edit add means adding a new
feature as a leaf node to the model (as inserting a feature as
non-leaf node requires to move an existing subtree to become
its child). Adding a feature does not lead to range inconsis-
tencies as it does neither influence any existing cardinalities
nor any existing constraints.
Remove Feature. The atomic edit remove means to
delete a feature (and its children) from the model. While
this can lead to inconsistencies in general, such as dangling
references in cross-tree constraints (in such a case, the in-
volved constraint must be removed before removing the fea-
ture), it does not lead to range inconsistencies for the same
reasons as the add edit.
Update Feature Name. Updating the name of a fea-
ture does not lead to range inconsistencies.
Move Feature. Moving features can occur during refac-
toring a model, when inserting new features (as non-leaf
nodes), or removing non-leaf features. It can lead to range
inconsistencies if there are hierarchies of cardinalities.
Fig. 3 depicts an example where feature B is moved within
the fm to become a child of feature C (e.g., as part of insert-
ing a new feature C). A range inconsistency can arise from
the combined cardinalities of C and B. We rely on the lo-
cal notion of feature instances already chosen by other au-
thors [6, 13], that is, each instance of C provides up to two
instances of B. As there can be up to three instances of C,
there can be altogether up to six instances of B. The cross-
tree constraint specifies that each instance of B requires two
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Figure 3: Moving a Feature
instances of A, i.e., up to 12 instances of A. But the fea-
ture cardinality of A allows only up to four instances which
constitutes a range inconsistency.
Update Feature Cardinality. Each feature is given
a cardinality, even mandatory and optional features, which
are represented as cardinality [1..1] and [0..1] respectively.
Thus, a cardinality cannot be removed or added but only
updated which can result in range inconsistencies. Updat-
ing a feature cardinality occurs, for instance, when a cloud
provider changes its service offer, e.g., one can now run more
than two database instances.
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Figure 4: Updating Feature cardinality
Fig. 4 shows two examples for this scenario where the car-
dinality of feature A is updated. In Fig. 4a, A is an optional
feature and is evolved to become a mandatory feature. The
cross-tree constraint specifies that if A is selected there must
be at least four instances of B. When A becomes mandatory
there can never be less than four instances of B which is
inconsistent with the feature cardinality of B.
In Fig. 4b, the upper bound changes from 2 to 3, but since
the lower bound of the new cardinality is still 0, feature A
remains an optional feature after the change. The cross-
tree constraint specifies that each instance of A requires two
instances of B. As the upper bound of B is still 4, it is not
possible to configure three A instances which constitutes a
range inconsistency.
Update Group Cardinality. A group cardinality may
change when the system specifications evolve. For instance,
the cloud environment might now support more different
frameworks to be used in the same configuration. Updating
a group cardinality can lead to range inconsistencies. In the
scenario depicted by Fig. 5, one must now select at least two
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Figure 5: Updating a Group Cardinality
child features when A is configured, instead of one before the
evolution. The constraints define the number of E instances
to be configured when selecting B or C. After the evolution,
either B or C must be selected (or both of them in the same
configuration), which then requires at least one instance of
E. However, this is inconsistent with the feature cardinality
of E, which is defined as optional.
Add Cross-Tree Constraint. Adding a cross-tree con-
straint occurs, e.g., when a constraint is not part of the
initial specification, but is added later based on experience
with the system. It may also be added together with a new
feature, e.g., as depicted in Fig. 2. Both, cardinality-specific
constraints and purely Boolean constraints can lead to range
inconsistencies.
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Figure 6: Adding a Constraint
In the example depicted by Fig. 6, a new constraint is
added to specify that feature A requires at least four in-
stances of B. As A is a mandatory feature there can never be
less than four instances of B which is inconsistent with the
feature cardinality of B.
Remove Cross-Tree Constraint. Removing a cross-
tree constraint occurs when the constraint is not necessary
anymore and cannot result in range inconsistencies. Given
that the model is consistent before the evolution (i.e., a fea-
ture is part of at least one product for each of its cardinality
values), a range inconsistency can only arise if (i) at least one
of the products is removed from the set of valid products or
(ii) a new cardinality value is added to the set of cardinality
values. However, removing a constraint can never restrict
the set of products nor extend the set of cardinality values.
Update Cross-Tree Constraint. Updating a cross-tree
constraint occurs, e.g., when an existing cloud service now
provides less CPU power, thus requiring more instances to
fit the same requirements than before. It can lead to range
inconsistencies in the same way as adding cross-tree con-
straints. Fig. 7 shows an example where the cardinality
range evolves. In this scenario, this edit leads to an incon-
sistency if A is selected, since feature A requires at least four
instances of B, which is not possible.
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Figure 7: Updating a Constraint
This section has shown that among all atomic edits, five
out of nine can result in range inconsistencies (see Table 1).
Since more complex edits can be composed from these atomic
edits, there is a high probability to get an inconsistent cardinality-
based fm when evolving it manually. In the following sec-
tion, we present a tool-supported approach to check the con-
sistency of cardinality-based fms.
4. INCONSISTENCY DETECTION
In the previous section, we described how edits applied
on cardinality-based fms can lead to inconsistent cardinali-
ties. Some of those inconsistencies may seem obvious, e.g.,
the one in the add cross-tree constraint scenario depicted
by Fig. 6. However, the reader should keep in mind that
features involved in these scenarios may be located in differ-
ent subtrees of the fm, with tens of features and constraints
in the fm, making those inconsistencies difficult to detect.
Hence, there is need for automated tool support to detect
and explain such inconsistencies.
In this section, we first present a formal approach to de-
tect inconsistencies based on a definition of consistency for
cardinality-based fms, and then propose a corresponding
tool implementation based on an off-the-shelf solver.
4.1 Range Consistency Definition
To define consistency for cardinality-based fms, we spec-
ify two closely related types of inconsistencies over feature
cardinalities:
(1) Local range inconsistency. There is a local range in-
consistency in the fm when there exists no product for
one or several values defined by a cardinality range.
(2) Global range inconsistency. There is a global range
inconsistency in the fm when a range inconsistency
arises after taking into account the hierarchies of car-
dinalities.
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Figure 8: Cardinality Inconsistencies
Examples for local and global inconsistencies can be found
in Fig. 4a and Fig. 3 after evolution has occurred, depicted
here in Fig. 8 again for convenience. Fig. 8a shows a lo-
cal inconsistency: as feature A is mandatory and due to the
constraint, there must always be at least 4 instances of B
while the feature cardinality of B specifies a lower bound
of 0. This inconsistency occurs without having to take the
cardinalities of parent features into account. Fig. 8b shows
a global inconsistency: it only occurs due to the hierarchy
of cardinalities. As there are up to 3 instances of C, each
with up to 2 instances of B, there can be altogether up to
6 instances of B. Due to the cross-tree constraint this can
require, in turn, up to 12 instances of A which conflicts with
the feature cardinality of A. This inconsistency occurs only
when taking the hierarchies of feature cardinalities (here C
and B) into account.
Let M = (F , ω,ϕ) be a cardinality-based feature model
with:
- F the non-empty set of features of M;
- ϕ the set of constraints of M;
- ω : F → N × N indicates the cardinality of each
feature. It will be denoted as a range ω(f) = [m,n].
In our context, a product may contain several instances of
the same feature. It can either be represented as a multiset
of feature names or as a set of pairs (feature name, number
of instances). We only require to retrieve the number of in-
stances of a given feature for a given product. We denote P
the set of all M products and |f |p the number of instances
of the feature f in product p.
Definition 1. [Local fm range consistency]
A cardinality-based feature model M is locally range con-
sistent iff:
∀f ∈ F , ∀i ∈ ω(f), ∃{p ∈ P | f ∈ p ∧ |f |p = i}
Thus, the fm depicted in Fig. 8a is not local range con-
sistent, since there are values in ω(B) that are never used,
i.e., {0,1,2,3}. However, the fm in Fig. 8b is still local range
consistent as there is a valid product configuration for each
cardinality value of B (e.g., if C is set to 1) and for each
cardinality value of C (e.g., if B is set to 0). Hence, rely-
ing on local range consistency is not enough to detect all
cardinality inconsistencies in a fm, as it does not take into
account the overall number of feature instances that can be
configured due to hierarchies of ranges. We thus extend the
previous definition to deal with this issue.
Definition 2. [Global fm range consistency]
A cardinality-based feature model M is globally range con-
sistent iff:
∀f ∈ F \ {root}, g = parent(f), ∀j ∈ ω(g),
∀(x1, ..., xj) ∈ ω(f)× ...× ω(f),
∃{p ∈ P | |g|p = j ∧
∧j
i=1
|fi|p = xi}
where parent(f ) is a function that indicates the parent
feature of the f feature, root is the root feature of M, and
fi denotes the instances of f attached to the ith instance of
g in product p.
There is a relationship between local range and global
range consistencies. The latter can be expressed using the
former on a normalized fm where a feature cardinality mod-
els the overall number of instances of that feature in the
product. We translate a fm M into the normalized fm M′
such that in M′ the set of features remains the same than
inM but feature cardinality ranges are updated to describe
the number of feature instances. Such a translation is writ-
ten
T :M = (F , ω,ϕ)→M′ = (F , ω′,ϕ)
with:
ω
′(f) = ω(f) iff parent(f) = ∅
= ω(f)× ω′(parent(f))
The relationship can be summarized as follows:
Theorem 1. [Relationship between consistencies]
Checking the global range consistency of a fm M is equiva-
lent to checking the local range consistency of T (M).
For instance, regarding Fig. 8b, the idea is to replace the
initial range [0..2] of B feature cardinality with [0..6], where
0 = 0∗0 and 6 = 2∗3. Checking the local range consistency
of M′ is, hence, performed regarding the range of feature
instances ([0..6] is not the real cardinality of B but a range
defining how many instances of B can be configured). In this
example, the fmM′ is not local consistent because there ex-
ists no product with more than two instances of B. We can
show that checking global consistency inM is equivalent to
checking local consistency in M′.
We thus define a cardinality-based fm as a range complete
fm if no local or global range inconsistency is detected. It is
interesting to note that our notion of range completeness in
fm is very close to the notion of Global Inverse Consistency
(GIC) in the area of Constraint Satisfaction Problems as
recently proposed by Bessiere et al. [4]. A CSP is GIC iff
for every value in the domains of its variables, there exists
a solution of the CSP with such value. A value in a domain
for which there is no solution is called non-GIC. It is easy to
show that detecting a local range inconsistency is detecting
that there exists a non-GIC value in the CSP representing
the fm. The benefit of relating our work to the one on GIC
is that it allows us to reuse the tools to maintain GIC to
detect such inconsistencies.
4.2 Automated Support
The approach described in this section has been incor-
porated into the Saloon platform, dedicated to editing and
configuring cardinality-based fms [21]. It relies on the Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF) [27], a widely accepted frame-
work to specify and implement metamodels. Saloon pro-
vides a fm metamodel, and fms are defined compliant to
this metamodel. One can thus create or edit fms using the
EMF editor or by directly editing the fm files, which are
stored in XMI format, a XML-based format for model in-
terchange. Once edited, fms are first translated into a con-
figuration problem using the BR4CP (Business Recommen-
dation for Configurable Products5) textual format. Even
though the BR4CP project supports two different formats,
i.e., CSP (XML format) and Aralia (textual) [9], we con-
sider the latter as more intuitive since its syntax is closer to
5www.irit.fr/~Helene.Fargier/BR4CP/BR4CP.html
feature modeling constraints than the XML one, and makes
the translation easier.
We thus developed an algorithm which takes as input a fm
described using the XMI format and translates this fm into
the BR4CP textual format. Two solvers implement GIC
detection: one based on the Abscon CSP solver [4], and one
based on SAT [3]. We use the latter because it provides us
explanation support as well.
Listing 1: FM described in as configuration problem
1 #(1,1,[A.1]);
2 #(1,1,[B.0, B.1, B.2, B.3, B.4, B.5, B.6, B.7, B.8]);
3 (A.1 => B.4 | B.5 | B.6 | B.7 | B.8);
Once fms are translated, the resulting text file is given
as input to the solver. Listing 1 shows the configuration
problem resulting from the translation of the fm depicted in
Fig. 8a. Lines 1 and 2 define the variables of the model, A
and B, representing features A and B respectively. Values 1,1
just before the left square bracket specify how many values
can be selected in the variable range, i.e., at least 1 and at
most 1. Since A is mandatory, its unique possible value is 1,
i.e., [A.1], contrarily to feature B which holds as cardinality
the range [0..8]. Line 3 describes the constraints A → [4,8]B.
Thus, if the value of variable A is 1, then the value of variable
B is either 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8.
Figure 9: Inconsistency detection and explanation with
Sat4j
Based on this input, the solver is used to (i) detect the
inconsistencies, if any, and describe whether it’s a local or
a global range one and (ii) give feedback to the user to un-
derstand where and why such inconsistencies occur. Fig. 9
depicts the result once the inconsistencies detection algo-
rithm is performed on the configuration problem described
in Listing 1 (given as argument in fmEvo.txt). As expected,
the value of variable A is always 1 (rootPropagated: A=1 ).
The next line is an inconsistency detection, meaning that
the range value of variable B has been reduced, since values
0, 1, 2 and 3 are unreachable. The tool can then be used
to understand where does such an inconsistency come from,
using the #explain command. In this example, an explana-
tion is asked to understand why variable B cannot be equal
to 2. As a result, the constraint leading to the inconsistency
is displayed: if variable A equals 1, then the value of B is
greater than or equal to 4.
5. EVALUATION
In this section, we describe the implementation details and
we report on some experiments we conducted to evaluate our
approach. The intent of this evaluation is to assess the scala-
bility of our approach when evolving large cardinality-based
fms and checking their consistency.
5.1 Setup and Methodology
The fms described in Sec. 3 and the one used to illustrate
the implementation details in Sec. 4.2 are very small exam-
ples, with less than 5 features. The aim of these experiments
is to evaluate the performance of our approach when dealing
with large fms. However, we did not find large cardinality-
based fms in the literature. We thus implemented an algo-
rithm to randomly generate such fms.
For these experiments, we developed an algorithm that,
given nbFeatures and cardMax, generates a random fm with
nbFeatures features, whose cardinality is randomly assigned
a range R, with R ⊆ [0..cardMax]. This algorithm works
as follows. It creates nbFeatures features, then randomly
builds the tree hierarchy. More precisely, while there exists
remaining features, it randomly selects a given amount of
these features, assigns them a tree level value and increments
this value, which gives the tree depth. For instance, given
nbFeatures = 10, a random tree hierarchy with 4 levels is
{{f1,f2,f3},{f4},{f5,f6},{f7,f8,f9,f10}}. Then, for each
feature of a given level, it randomly assigns a given amount
of child features, if possible. In the previous example, if f4
has already been assigned as a child of f1, then f2 and f3
have no child feature. For features having more than one
child, the algorithm determines if the relationship is a ba-
sic parent-child relationship, an alternative or an exclusive
group (33% probability each). The algorithm also generates
cross-tree constraints, where two features are selected ran-
domly, with one constraint for every 10 features as proposed
by Thu¨m et al. [28]. Either Boolean or cardinality-based
constraints are generated (50% probability each). For the
latter, the ranges of required feature instances are built to
fit within the feature cardinality so that the generated fm
is consistent. In our experiments, we only consider non-void
fms, that is, fms with at least one valid configuration, so
void fms (due to the generated random constraints) are dis-
carded. We performed our experiments on a MacBook Pro
with a 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 8 GB of DDR3
RAM.
To measure the performance of our approach to detect
range inconsistencies, we also generate fm edits. In partic-
ular, regarding the scenarios described in Sec. 3, we im-
plemented the following operations: (1) move a feature, (2)
add a cross-tree constraint, (3) update a feature cardinal-
ity and (4) update a cross-tree constraint. Operation (1)
picks at random an existing feature, and assigns it as a
child or a parent of another randomly selected feature. In
(2), the algorithm generates a random constraint, while a
feature cardinality is randomly changed by operation (3).
Finally, operation (4) changes a Boolean constraint into a
cardinality-based constraint or updates the range of the ex-
isting cardinality-based constraint. For each generated fm,
we generate one or several edits leading, on purpose, to range
inconsistency. For each edit, we thus know what kind of in-
consistency will result. For instance, we update a cross-tree
constraint and check the consistency of the targeted feature,
which becomes local range inconsistent.
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Figure 10: Detecting an inconsistency in fms with maximum
upper bound cardinality set randomly from 1 to 10.
We then evaluated how our approach performs when han-
dling cardinalities, in particular regarding the potential com-
binatorial explosion. Indeed, the number of combinations
that the solver has to examine grows significantly when us-
ing cardinalities. To reduce this issue and improve our in-
consistency detection mechanism, we adapt the algorithm
described in Definition 2. In our experiments, to check
the global range consistency of a feature f , the translation
algorithm does not consider all ancestors of f but only one
of them, namely the nearest ancestor that has a cardinality
upper bound greater than one (if any). This improvement is
used only for these experiments, as the approach described
in Sec. 3 handles any cardinality-based fms. We argue that
this adaptation is fair since, in all cardinality-based fms we
found in the literature, including ours, we never found any
fm whose cardinality upper bound is greater than one for
more than two features hierarchically linked, e.g., A:[0..3],
B:[1..5] and C:[0..4] with A parent of B and B parent of C.
5.2 Experimental Results
For the first experiment, we measure the computation
time required to find an inconsistency with (i) one random
edit leading to a local or global range inconsistency, (ii) a
fixed value for cardMax and (iii) an increasing number of
features nbFeatures, thus varying the size of the fm. We set
the value of cardMax to 10. We argue that this value is a fair
value to evaluate our approach. First, as explained above,
we never found any fm whose cardinality upper bound is
greater than one for more than two features hierarchically
linked. Second, in the case we found a feature with a high
cardMax number, its parent feature was either an optional
or mandatory feature with cardMax set to 1. Our algorithm
does not take these findings into consideration and generates
fms with a random cardinality for each feature, i.e., fms
whose combinatorial complexity grows significantly with fm
size.
In this experiment, we vary the size of the fm from 10 to
2000 features which is, once again, more significant than the
cardinality-based fms we found, including ours. Generating
random fms leads to important differences regarding com-
putation time to detect inconsistency for the same fm size.
This is due to the randomly generated tree hierarchy and
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Figure 11: Detecting inconsistency while varying the maxi-
mum upper bound cardinality (FM size = 200).
constraints as well as the random edits performed. To deal
with this issue, we performed 200 generation runs for each
nbFeatures value and computed the average time. As shown
in Fig. 10, our detection algorithms perform the same way
to detect both local and global range inconsistencies, even
if detecting a global range inconsistency generates a small
overhead compared to detecting a local one, e.g., 2,5 seconds
for 1000 features. This overhead results from the additional
variables and constraints the solver has to handle, due to
the way we translate the fm into the textual configuration
problem format as described in Sec. 4.
In general, cardinality-based FMs require the solver to
handle a higher number of variables than, e.g., Boolean FMs,
which explains the difference to Boolean fms (e.g., about 1
second to find an edit for a fm with 2000 features [28]).
Given a feature f with a cardinality range [0..8], then 9
variables are required to reason on this feature, i.e., one per
cardinality value. For instance, for cardinality-based fms
with 2000 features and 200 constraints, the solver has for an
average model to reason over 15670 variables and 11910 con-
straints to detect local range inconsistencies and over 16120
variables and 12240 constraints to detect global range incon-
sistencies. Overall, for cardinality-based fms with less than
200 features, the computation time is less than 1 second.
This time then increases significantly for larger fms, with
an average time of 9 seconds for 500 features, 36 seconds for
1000 features and up to 73 seconds for 2000 features.
For the second experiment, we measure the computation
time required to find an inconsistency with (i) one random
edit leading to a local or global range inconsistency, (ii) an
increasing value for cardMax and (iii) a fixed number of
features, with nbFeatures = 200. We consider this value is
fair for this experiment, as this is larger than the biggest
cardinality-based fm we found. To generate fms with fea-
tures whose cardinality is the one expected, we modified our
algorithm so that a feature is given a cardinality [m..n], with
m ∈ {0,1} and n = cardMax. The aim of this experiment is
to evaluate how our approach performs in presence of sev-
eral features with a high cardinality. We thus vary cardMax
from 10 to 45 and compare the computation time required
to detect either a local or global range inconsistency. We
performed 500 generation runs for each cardMax value and
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Figure 12: Detecting an inconsistency in fms whose one
feature out of ten has its cardinality upper bound greater
than one.
computed the average time. Fig. 11 depicts the results of
this experiment. As expected, the time required to detect an
inconsistency increases as the value of cardMax does, from
less than one second for cardMax = 10 to more than 18 sec-
onds for cardMax = 45 (18 and 21.8 seconds in average to
detect a local or a global range inconsistency respectively).
As in the previous experiment, detecting a global range in-
consistency generates an overhead compared to detect a lo-
cal one, e.g., one second for cardMax = 25 or two seconds
for cardMax = 35.
For the third experiment, we measure the computation
time required to find inconsistencies with (i) nbEdits ran-
dom edits leading to local or global range inconsistencies,
with nbEdits ∈ [1..nbFeatures/20], (ii) a random value for
cardMax with cardMax ∈ [1..30] and (iii) an increasing num-
ber of features nbFeatures, thus varying the size of the fm.
Our generation algorithm is slightly evolved to generate ran-
dom fms where one out of ten features has its cardinality
upper bound set to cardMax. Other features are either op-
tional or mandatory features as usually found in Boolean
fms. We then generate random edits and compute the time
required to find an inconsistency, if any. The aim of this
experiment is to evaluate how our approach performs when
checking cardinality-based fms whose structure is as close
as possible to the one we met in the literature. Moreover,
this is not limited to one edit, but several random ones, as it
occurs in classic feature oriented development, e.g., staged
configuration [7]. Fig. 12 depicts the results of this experi-
ments, where the time is an average computation time over
200 generation runs. The resulting trend matches the one
depicted in Fig. 10, but in this setting our approach requires
less than half of the time to detect inconsistencies, e.g., 15
seconds for 1000 features in this experiment in comparison
to 36 seconds for the same number of features in the first
experiment. We would expect such a result, as there are
fewer features with a high cardinality upper bound value.
The time required to detect an inconsistency remains how-
ever quite significant. This is due to the value of cardMax
(200 features with a cardinality upper bound set up to 30
for a fm with 2000 features) and to the random number of
edits, e.g., up to 50 for a fm with 1000 features.
Overall, our approach is well-suited to detect inconsisten-
cies in cardinality-based fms whose size is lower than 500
features (about 9 seconds in the worst case, 3 seconds oth-
erwise). For larger fms, the number of features as well as
the cardinality upper bound value have an important im-
pact on the computation time. However, although we did
not define a threshold for this experiment, we can fairly ar-
gue that these results are acceptable, as we did not find in
the literature such large cardinality-based fms.
5.3 Threats to Validity
There are several concerns in our approach that may form
threats to validity. Regarding our evaluation, we tested
our approach on randomly generated cardinality-based fms.
Even though it seems fair, we did implement the genera-
tion algorithm and thus expect the fms to conform a cer-
tain structure, which is based on our previous work in this
domain. This might not be representative of the usage of
cardinality-based fms, in particular in the industrial domain.
Moreover, the algorithm does not generate completely ran-
dom fms, since they are consistent after being generated.
The generation process is thus guided to fit once again a
certain structure. One could also argue that our evaluation
is not complete as it does not take global range consistency
for the whole list of ancestors into account, but only for one
of them. However, such a result would only serve as compar-
ison, as we did not find any cardinality-based fm matching
this pattern.
6. RELATEDWORK
This section discusses existing work on fm edits and on
reasoning over fms.
Feature Model edits. Several works discuss the way fms
evolve. Alves et al. investigated issues that need to be ad-
dressed when refactoring spls [1]. They provide a catalog of
edits for refactoring fms, e.g., add new alternative or replace
mandatory feature. Lotufo et al. study the evolution of a
real world variability model, the Linux kernel one [12]. They
describe what operations are performed to evolve this vari-
ability model, and empirically assess their findings. Pleuss
et al. rely on a model-driven support to handle fm evolu-
tions [19]. The fm is reified into a high-level fm, EvoFM,
clustered into fragments which are added or removed re-
garding the expected evolution. Guo et al. also propose an
approach to check the consistency of evolving fms [10], and
analyze the semantics of fm changes using ontologies. Some
authors also focus on changes at different level, i.e., in the
problem space, the mapping space and/or the solution space.
Neves et al. describe safe evolution templates for product
lines [14]. These templates preserve the behavior of existing
products and can be applied to both feature model and ar-
tifacts level. Seidl et al. describe four different evolutions at
feature level (duplicate, split, insert and remove) [26]. They
provide remapping operators when co-evolving spls in the
fm and the related feature mappings. Passos et al. also focus
their work on the evolution of the variability model together
with the source code [17, 18]. They extend Lotufo’s work,
using as example the Linux kernel variability model, and
describe a catalog of evolution patterns for the co-evolution
of the variability model and the related artifacts. These
approaches do not consider cardinality-based fms.
Czarnecki et al. proposed some evolution scenarios that
can be applied to cardinality-based fms [6]. However, these
edits are only considered as specialization steps, i.e., where
the set of configurations after the evolution is a subset of
the set of configurations before the evolution. For example,
regarding a feature cardinality, they only consider reducing
the range of instances that may be configured. Moreover,
cardinality-based constraints are not taken into considera-
tion in their approach. In contrast, this paper addresses
arbitrary edits and takes constraints over the feature cardi-
nalities into account.
Reasoning. Several works deal with reasoning and ex-
planations on evolving fms. Thu¨m et al. [28] provide a
tool that analyzes changes performed on a fm and classi-
fies them into (1) refactoring, not changing the set of valid
products, (2) generalization, only adding products, (3) spe-
cialization, reducing the set of products, or (4) arbitrary
changes otherwise. A systematic overview on previous work
on feature model analysis is provided in [2]. For instance,
various work supports detection of anomalies in an fm, such
as “dead features” (a feature can never be selected) or “false
optional features”(a feature is specified as optional but must
be included into all products, e.g., due to cross-tree con-
straints). While the majority of existing work addresses
Boolean fms, some work supports detecting such anomalies
also in cardinality-based fms, e.g., based on propositional
logic [8] or a knowledge-base [15]. The survey also consid-
ers inconsistent cardinalities (“wrong cardinality”) but only
with respect to group cardinalities and, moreover, none of
the surveyed work supports detecting them.
To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing ap-
proaches supports detecting inconsistent fms with respect
to feature cardinalities and constraints over them, as pre-
sented in this paper.
7. CONCLUSION
Feature modeling is a well-known approach for variabil-
ity modeling in spls. As spls often represent a long-term
investment and need to meet new requirements, manag-
ing their evolution has become a key factor. Thus, evolv-
ing the underlying fm becomes necessary. While previous
work has addressed evolution and consistency checking for
Boolean fms, feature cardinalities and their constraints have
not been considered yet. This paper addressed this gap by
discussing atomic fms edits with respect to feature cardi-
nality and describing how such edits can lead to inconsis-
tency. An approach is proposed to automatically detect
such inconsistencies and support the fm designer by ex-
plaining where, why and what kind of inconsistency arose
when editing the model. All the described approach has
been implemented in a prototypical tool support, and in-
tegrated to the Saloon framework, dedicated to the man-
agement of cardinality-based fms. Our empirical evaluation
showed that our approach checks the consistency of large
cardinality-based fms (2000 features) in a reasonable time
compared to their related combinatorial complexity, due to
our modeling optimization.
Future work could implement our approach in a more inte-
grated visual tool support, e.g., by propagating the explana-
tions given by the solver to the fm graphical editor and high-
lighting model elements leading to the inconsistency. One
could also consider other kind of inconsistencies, e.g., con-
ditionally local range inconsistency, that is, a feature cardi-
nality is inconsistent under certain conditions, or extend our
approach to features models extended with attributes.
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